Ad hoc routing protocols proposed in the MANET working group are all flat routing protocols and are thus not suitable for large scale or very dense networks because of bandwidth and processing overheads they generate. A common solution to this scalability problem is to gather terminals into clusters and then to apply a hierarchical routing, which means, in most of the literature, using a proactive routing protocol inside the clusters and a reactive one between the clusters. We previously introduced a cluster organization to allow a hierarchical routing and scalability, which have shown very good properties. Nevertheless, it provides a constant number of clusters when the intensity of nodes increases. Therefore we apply a reactive routing protocol inside the clusters and a proactive routing protocol between the clusters. In this way, each cluster has O(1) routes to maintain toward other ones. When applying such a routing policy, a node u also needs to locate its correspondent v in order to pro-actively route toward the cluster owning v. In this paper, we propose a localization scheme, based on Distributed Hashed Tables and Interval Routing 
schemes [2, 25] present an increasing number of nodes per cluster with an increasing node intensity and still claim to apply a proactive routing scheme inside the clusters. When applying such a routing policy, a node u first needs to locate the node v with which it wants to communicate, i.e., it needs to know in which cluster node v is. Once it gets this information, u is able either to pro-actively route toward this cluster if it is not the same than its, or to request a route toward node v inside its cluster otherwise. So, a localization function which returns for any node u, the name of the cluster to which it belongs is needed. In this paper, we introduce our localization scheme which takes advantage of the tree/cluster structure. It is based on Distributed Hashed Tables (DHT) and Interval Routing. DHT are known to be scalable and allow to each node u to register its cluster identity over the network on several rendezvous points which will be contacted by every node looking for node u. Interval routing is already known to be a highly memory efficient routing for communication in distributed systems. In addition, this scheme also takes advantage of the broadcasting feature of the wireless communications to reduce even more the memory size. Yet, each node only requires a memory size in O (1) .
The remaining of this report is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the system model and the notations we use henceforth. The description of the initial clustering algorithm as well as interesting features for the localization algorithm are given in Section 3. Then, we describe in Section 4 how we propose to take advantage of the underlying structure of our organization to perform our localization algorithm. Then, we describe in Section 5 our proposition. Lastly, in Section 6, we discuss some improvements and future works.
Model and Notations
We classically model a wireless multi-hop network by a random geometric graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of mobile nodes (|V | = n) and e = (u, v) ∈ E represents a bidirectional wireless link between a pair of nodes u and v. We use the disk graph model, i.e., if dist(u, v) is the Euclidean distance between nodes u and v, then u and v share a bidirectional link (∃(u, v) ∈ E) if and only if dist(u, v) ≤ R, R being the transmission range. If d(u, v) is the distance in the graph between nodes u and v (minimum number of hops needed to reach v from u), we note Γ k (u) the set of nodes v such that d(u, v) = k. Note that node u does not belong to Γ k (u)∀k. δ(u) = |Γ 1 (u)| is called the degree of u. We note C(u) the cluster owning u and H(u) the cluster-head of this cluster. Let P(u) denote the parent node of node u in a tree and Ch(u) the set of children of u, i.e., the set of nodes v such that P(v) = u. Note that u is a leaf iff Ch(u) = ∅. Moreover, we note sT (u) the subtree rooted in node u. We say that v ∈ sT (u) if v = u or if u is the parent of node v (P(v) = u) or if the parent of node v is in the subtree rooted in u (P(v) ∈ sT (u)).
{v ∈ sT (u) ∩ Γ 1 (u)} ⇔ {v ∈ Ch(u)} or v ∈ sT (u) ∩Γ 1 (u) \ {u} ⇔ {P(v) ∈ sT (u)} 
Our cluster organization
In this section, we summarize our previous clustering work on which we apply our localization scheme. Only basis and features which lead our motivations or which are relevant for localization and routing are evoked here. For more details or other characteristics of our clustering heuristic, please refer to [19, 20, 22] .
The clustering heuristic

The link density metric
Our initial goal was to propose a way to use multi-hop wireless networks over large scale. As flat routing and managing protocols are not suitable for it because of the process and message overheads they induce [33] , a well known solution is to introduce a hierarchy. So, we proposed a clustering algorithm motivated by the fact that in a multi-hop wireless environment, the less information exchanged or/and stored, the better. First, we wanted a cluster organization with no-overlapping clusters with a flexible radius (Many clustering schemes [9, 16] have a radius of 1, in [2, 12] the radius is set a priori.) and able to adapt to the different topologies. Second, we wanted the nodes to be able to compute the heuristic from local information, only using their 2-neighborhood knowledge. (In [2] , if the cluster radius is set to d, the nodes need to gather information up to d hops away before taking any decision.) Finally, we desired an organization robust and stable over node mobility, i.e., which do not need to be recomputed at each single change in the topology. For it, we introduced a new metric called density [19] . The notion of density characterizes the "relative" importance of a node in the network and within its neighborhood. This link density (noted ρ(u)) smooths local changes down in Γ 1 (u) by considering the ratio between the number of links and the number of nodes in Γ 1 (u).
Definition 1 (density)
The density of a node u ∈ V is: ρ(u) = |{e = (v, w) ∈ E | w ∈ {u} ∪ Γ 1 (u) and v ∈ Γ 1 (u)}| δ(u)
The cluster formation
On a regular basis, each node locally computes its density value and regularly locally broadcasts it to its 1-neighbors (e.g., using Hello packets). Each node is thus able to compare its density value to its 1-neighbors' and decides by itself whether it joins one of them (the one with the highest density value) or it wins and elects itself as cluster-head. In case of ties, the node with the lowest Id wins. In this way, two neighbors can not be both cluster-heads. As every node joins exactly one of its 1-neighbors, we actually draw a tree T = (V, E ) which is a subgraph of G, such that E ⊂ E. T is actually a directed acyclic graph (DAG). A DAG is a directed graph that contains no cycles, i.e., a directed tree. The node which density value is the highest within its neighborhood becomes the root of the tree and thus the cluster-head of the cluster. If node u has joined node w, we can say that w is node u's parent (noted P(u) = w)in the clustering tree and that node u is a child of node w RR n°5723
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(noted u ∈ Ch(w)). A node's parent can also have joined another node and so on. A cluster then extends itself until it reaches another cluster. If none of the nodes has joined a node u (Ch(u) = ∅), u becomes a leaf. All the nodes belonging to a same tree belong to the same cluster. We then build the clusters by building a spanning forest of the network in a distributed and local way as the decision criterion is only based on information regarding the 2-neighborhood of a node. For a node v ∈ V , for all node u ∈ Γ 1 (v), let define Age(u) as the number of successive rounds that node u is elected by node v as its parent. We define ≺ as a binary total order such
This algorithm stabilizes when every node knows its correct cluster-head value.
Algorithm 1 cluster-head selection
For all node u ∈ V Variable initialization, only when node u appears.
Runs until stabilization
Checking the neighborhood 
Either P(w) = H(w) = w and u is directly linked to its cluster-head, or w has joined another node x (∃ x ∈ Γ 1 (w) | P(w) = x) and recursively H(u) = H(w) = H(x). end if (H(u) = u and ∃v ∈ Γ1(u) | P(v) = u) then Node u is a cluster-head, however all its 1-neighbors have not joined it.
if (P(v) = H(v)) then
At least two cluster-heads (H(u) and H(v)) have a common neighbor v. As P(v) = H(v), we have u ≺ H(v). u is not a cluster-head anymore and elects v as its parent (and clusters merge).
u is at at least 2 hops away from its cluster-head (its parent is not a cluster-head) and it has another clusterhead among its neighbors. It will join this one instead.
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Age(v)++ and ∀w ∈ Γ1(u) Age(w) = 0. end Locally broadcast P(u) and H(u) end As proved in [22] , at the end of three message exchange rounds, each node is aware of its parent in the tree, at the end of four message rounds, it knows the parent of each of its neighbors and thus is able to determine whether one of them has elected it as parent and thus learns its condition in the tree (root, leaf, regular node). A node is a leaf if no other node has chosen it as its parent; a node is a cluster-head if it has chosen itself as parent and all its 1-neighbors have joined it; a node is a regular node otherwise. It has also been proved that in an expected constant and bounded time, every node is also aware of its cluster-head identity and of the cluster-head identity of its neighbors. It thus knows whether it is a frontier node. A node is a frontier node if at least one of its neighbors does not belong to the same cluster than itself. Table 1 summarizes what a node is able to learn and compute after each message exchange round.
What node u learns from its neighbors
What it can then compute Round 1 
Example
To illustrate this heuristic, let's run Algorithm 1 over the graph plotted on Figure 1 . In its 1-neighborhood topology, node a has two 1-neighbors (Γ 1 (a) = {d, i}) and two links ({(a, d), (a, i)}), thus ρ(a) = 1; node b has 4 1-neighbors (Γ 1 (b) = {c, d, h, i}) and five links
. Table 2 shows the final results of density values computed for all nodes. In our example, node c joins its neighbor node b (P(c) = b) which density is the highest in
The node with the highest density in node b's neighborhood is h. Thus, P(b) = h. As node h has the highest density in its own neighborhood, it becomes its own Table 2 : Results of our heuristic run over the graph potted in Figure 1 .
cluster-head: H(h) = h and thus: H(c) = H(b) = H(h) = h. To sum up, node c joins b which joins h and all three of them belong to the same cluster/tree which cluster-head/root is h. Note that ρ(j) = ρ(f ). We thus use the Id to decide between both nodes. Let's assume that node f has the lowest Id (j ≺ f ): P(j) = f and P(f ) = f so H(f ) = H(j) = f . No node has chosen nodes a, j, c, e, i, g and m as parent: they become leaves. Finally, we obtain a spanning forest of the network, composed of three trees rooted at h, l and f (See Figure 2(a) ), which give birth to three clusters organized around three cluster-heads: h, l and f (See Figure 2(b) ). Every node needs 3 message exchange rounds to know its parent and its condition within the tree (leaf, root or internal node) (See Table 1 ). Moreover, in this example, nodes need at most 2 more exchange rounds to know their cluster-head identity i.e, the maximum tree depth.
Some characteristics of our clustering algorithm
Algorithm 1 stabilizes when every node knows its correct cluster-head value. In [22] , it has been proved by theory and simulation to self-stabilize within a low, constant and bounded time. It also has been proved that a cluster-head is aware of an information sent by a frontier node in a low, constant and bounded time since the tree depth is bounded.
The number of clusters built by this heuristic has been studied analytically and by simulation. The upper bound of the number of clusters drawn on Figure 3(a) shows that the number of clusters tend toward a constant asymptote when the number of nodes in the network increases. Moreover, the clusters built are homogeneous. Compared to other clustering schemes as DDR [25] or Max-Min d cluster [2] , our cluster organization has revealed to be more stable over node mobility and arrivals and to offer a better behavior over non-uniform topologies (see [19] ). Moreover, our algorithm The eccentricity of a node is the greater distance in number of hops between it and any other node in its cluster. We can see in Table 3 that the tree depth is low and close to the optimal (clusterhead eccentricity). That means that the routes in the trees from the cluster-head to any other node within its cluster are close to the shortest paths in the network.
Clustering trees present some interesting properties and a great proportion of leaves and a small amount of children per non-leaf node (See Figure 3(b) ). These features and the "Degree in the tree of non-leaf nodes" entry in Table 3 show that, in average, an internal node does not have a lot of children. Figure 4 plots an instance of clusters and trees obtained over a 500-node network. Cluster-head appear in black. As we can note, leaves are numerous and pretty well distributed over the space. The same kid of shape is observed for other node intensities. 
Basic ideas
In fixed networks, routing information is embedded into the topological-dependent node address. For instance, an IP address both identifies a node and locates it, since the network prefix is included in the IP node address. In wireless networks, nodes may arbitrarily move, appear or disappear at any time. So, the permanent node identifier can not include any dynamic location information and thus, it has to be independent from the topology, which implies an indirect routing between nodes. A routing operation is referred as indirect when it is performed in two steps: (i) first locate the target and then (ii) directly communicate with the target. This allows the network to dissociate the location of a node from the location itself. With this approach, the routing information can be totally distributed, which is important for achieving scalability in large scale networks. Figure 5 illustrates such a routing process. Such routing is used for instance in the cell phone GSM technology 4 or by Mobile IP 5 , where the position of the destination is primarily asked respectively to a HLR (Home Location Register) or a Home Agent before the communication being established directly between the sender and the final destination. Nevertheless, as in multi-hop wireless networks, every node may move, even the home agent, this can not be directly applied. We propose to use such an indirect routing scheme for routing in large scale multi-hop wireless networks. We are motivated by the fact that we want a very scalable solution, thus our proposition aims to store as less information on nodes as possible. We also want to avoid situations where the distance between the source/requester (node u in Figure 5 ) and the rendezvous node (node w) is much greater than the distance between the source (node u) and the destination/searched node (node v). Indeed, if the request has to cross twice the whole network before two nodes be able to directly communicate, we waste much bandwidth and latency.
Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) are a basis for indirect routing. Implementation of DHT in wireless networks raise new issues than from wired networks [28] . But, as shown in [11] , such a dynamic addressing is a promising approach for achieving scalability in large scale wireless multihop networks. DHT provide a general mapping between any information and a location. They use a virtual addressing space V. Partitions of this virtual space are assigned to nodes in the network. The idea is to use a hash function to first distribute node location information among rendezvous points. This same hash function is known by every node and may then be used by a source to identify the rendezvous point which stores the position of the target node. Each information is hashed into a key (hash(v) = key v ∈ V) of the virtual addressing space V and is then stored on the node(s) responsible for the partition of the virtual space this key belongs to. Then, in Figure 5 , we have hash(v) = P osition_node_v ∈ I ⊂ V and node w responsible for interval I. By knowing I, nodes v and u are able to find node w either to register their own location (for node v) or to ask for the location of v (for node u). Note that nodes u and v do not need to know the real identity of node w for it, they only need its virtual address in V. This operation in DHT-based systems which returns the node(s) responsible for a wanted key is called the lookup operation. For more details about the lookup operation, please refer to [4] .
In the literature, DHT have been applied at two different levels: at the application level and at the network level. Applying DHT at the application layer is widespread in peer-to-peer networks. The information hashed in such file-sharing systems is the identity of a file. The node responsible for the key = hash(f ile) stores the identifier of the nodes which detain that file. DHT nodes form an overlay network on which the lookup queries are routed. The main difference among the many proposals is the geometry of this overlay which ranges from a ring (Chord [35] ) to a de Bruijn graph (D2B [13] ) through trees (Tapestry [41] , Kademlia [18] ), d-dimensional spaces (CAN [30] ), butterfly structures [17] or some hybrid trees-rings (Pastry [32] ).
At the network layer, DHT are applied to distribute node location information throughout the topology and are used to identify a node which is responsible for storing a required node location. This is the way we intend to use DHT. When a node u needs to send an information to a node v, it first has to know where v is. To get this information, it first asks a node w in charge of the key k = hash(v) and thus knowing where v is.
Two schemes can be found: DHT-dependent and DHT independent routing. In DHT-independent routing schemes, i.e., the virtual address is not used for the routing operation. The nodes generally know their geographic coordinates, either absolute (by using a GPS for example) or relative (as in [7] ), which is the location information they associate to the key. By performing hash(target), a node u gets the geographical coordinates of a rendezvous area A. u then applies a geographic routing protocol to join a node v laying in A and which is aware of the geographical coordinates of the target node. From it, node u is able to reach the destination by performing a geographical routing again. This is the case for instance in [3, 23, 24] , in the Terminodes project [5, 6] or in the Grid project [15] . As we do not want our nodes to depend on a positioning system, we can not apply that DHT utilization. In DHT-dependent routing schemes, the virtual space of the DHT is used not only for locating but at the same time for routing toward the destination. The virtual address is dependent of the location. In this way, the coherency of the routing protocols relies on the coherent sharing of the virtual addressing space among all nodes in the network. The routing is performed over the virtual structure. In such scenarii, a node u performing hash(w) gets the virtual address of the rendezvous point. From it, u routes in the virtual space to v which gives it the virtual address of w. u thus is able to reach w by routing in the virtual space again. The routing scheme used is generally a greedy routing: "Forward to the neighbor in the virtual space whose virtual address is the closest to the virtual address of the destination". This is for instance the case of Tribe [38, 39] or L+ [8] on which is based SAFARI [31] . The main challenge here is to disseminate the partitions of the virtual space in such a manner that the paths in the virtual space are not much longer than the physical routes.
Thus, in DHT-based systems, we can consider two phases of routing: (i) a routing toward the rendezvous node which stores the needed information (Arrow 1 on Figure 5 ) and (ii) a routing toward the final destination node which location had been obtained by the lookup operation (Arrow 3 on Figure 5 ). In all proposals cited above, both routing phases are performed in the same way, either in the physical network (for DHT-independent routing proposals), or in the virtual one (for DHTdependent routing proposals). In the approach we propose, the two routing steps are completed in two different manners. The first routing step is performed by using the virtual address of the rendezvous point (DHT-dependent) whereas the routing toward the final destination is performed over the physical network (DHT-independent).
In our proposal, every node already gets an information about its relative location: its cluster identity. As we suppose that the nodes do not have any geographical information neither absolute nor relative, this is the only information they have and can use. Thus, nodes register their cluster Id as location information. As seen in Section 3, we have a tree structure. We propose to partition the virtual space V over each tree and that each node registers in each cluster, in order to add redundancy. In this way, when a node v looks for a node u, it just has to search the information in its cluster. As the node eccentricity is low (Section 3), the latency is reduced. Moreover, partitioning the virtual space in each cluster rather than once in the whole network avoids situations where the distance between the source and the rendezvous point is much greater than the distance between the source and the destination, as in this way, the source and the rendezvous point always are in the same cluster whereas the destination may be anywhere in the network.
To distribute the partitions of the virtual space of the DHT in such a way that, given a virtual address, a node u is able to find the node responsible for without any additional information, we use a tree Interval Labeling Scheme to then allow an Interval Routing in the virtual space.
Interval Routing is really attractive by its simplicity. It was introduced in wired networks by Santoro and Khatib in [34] to reduce the size of the routing tables. It is based on representing the routing table stored at each node in a compact manner, by grouping the set of destination addresses that use the same output port into intervals of consecutive addresses. The main advantage of this scheme is the low memory requirements to store the routing on each node u: O(δ(u)). The routing is computed in a distributed way with the following algorithm: at each intermediate node x, the routing process ends if the destination y corresponds to x, otherwise, it is forwarded with the message through an edge labeled by a set I such that y ∈ I.
The Interval Labeling Scheme (ILS) is the manner to assign the intervals to the edges of each node, in order to perform an efficient interval routing with routes as short as possible. Yet, the authors of [37] have shown that undirected trees can support an Interval Routing Scheme with shortest paths (in the tree) and with only one interval per output port when performing a Depth-First-Search ILS.
In wired networks, nodes have to store an interval for each of its output edge. Therefore the size of the routing table is in O(δ(u)). But in wireless environments, a transmission by each node can reach all nodes within radius distance from it. Edges actually are hyper-edges (see Figure 6 ). Thus the problematic is a bit different as querying unicast transmission actually are broadcast transmission. Indeed, as from a node u, there is only one hyper-edge, nodes can store only one interval for it and thus for all their neighbors. In our proposal, nodes only store the interval for which their subtree is responsible (and the intervals of each of their neighbors). This gives a table routing size in O(1). When a query is sent, as all neighbors receive it in any way, only the one(s) concerned by it answer(s).
Summary and complexity analysis
To sum up, we propose to apply an indirect routing scheme over our clustered network by using a DHT which associates each node identifier to a virtual address of a logical space V. The set of virtual addresses V is partitioned over the nodes of each cluster. As the number of clusters is constant and clusters are homogeneous, each node finally stores O(1) location information.
When a node u wants to communicate with a node v, it first uses the DHT to find out the virtual address of v: hash(v) = key v ∈ V. Then, by using an Interval Routing over the virtual space V of its own tree, it reaches at least one node in its cluster responsible for storing the location of v, i.e., C(v). As the intervals of the neighbors are not stored on the node, this one only stores its own interval and the size of its routing table is in O(1).
As the number of clusters is constant when the intensity of nodes increases, each cluster has O(1) routes to maintain toward other ones for the proactive routing phase.
Our proposition
Preliminaries
Each node u has two identifiers:
• An universal address Id(u) (also note u in the following). This address is unique in the network and never changes. It is the "real" name of node u.
• A logical address i(u) ∈ V. This address is unique in a cluster. It may change at each distribution of the partitions of V over the nodes of a cluster. It identifies node u in the logical space.
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Let I(u) be the partition of V node u is assigned. I(u) is such that I(u) = [i(u), ...[ such that i(u) = hash(u) where i(u) is the logical address of node u in V. i(u) thus depends on I(u). We note I tree (sT (u)) = v∈sT (u) I(v) the interval/partition of V for which the subtree of node u is responsible. |I| is used to refer to the size of interval I.
Virtual space partitioning
As mentioned in Section 4, an optimal Interval Labeling Scheme in a tree is obtained via a DepthFirst Search (DFS) Labeling Scheme. Every node is assigned a partition of a logical addressing space V. In this section, we present the way we distribute the partitions of V based on such an ILS.
As in a traditional DFS Interval Labeling Scheme, the partitions of V are distributed in such a way that, for every node u ∈ V :
• The intervals of the nodes in sT (u) form a contiguous interval.
• The size of the interval a subtree is in charge of is proportional to its size: |I tree (sT (u))| ∝ |sT (u)|. We thus have, for every node v ∈ sT (u), |I tree (sT (u))| ≥ |I tree (sT (v))|.
• V is completely shared among the nodes of the cluster: V = v∈C(u) I(v).
• The control regions are mutual exclusive:
We propose a parallel interval distribution over the different branches of each tree. This distribution can be qualified of quasi-local according to the taxonomy established in [40] as each node u needs information up to d tree (u, H(u)) only, where d tree (u, H(u)) is the number of hops in the tree between u and its cluster-head H(u) in the tree. Yet, the tree depth is bounded by a low constant (see Section 3). Our algorithm runs in two steps: a step up the tree (from the nodes to the clusterhead) and a step down the tree (from the cluster-head to the nodes). Figure 7 plots an example using V = [1, 17[ to illustrate this partitioning. The distribution is performed in parallel over each branch of each tree, so each step has a time complexity of O(T ree_depth). So, the global complexity in time of the distribution algorithm for a cluster/tree is 2×(T ree_depth). As the tree depth is bounded by a constant, the complexity in time is O(1).
Step 1. As seen in Section 3, every node u might be aware in an expected bounded and low time, of the parent of each of its neighbors. It then is able to determine whether one of them has elected it as parent and thus learns its condition in the tree (root, leaf, regular node). Thus, in a low and constant time, each internal node in the tree is aware of the number of its children. If every node sends its parent the size of its subtree (|sT (u)| = |u v∈Ch(u) sT (v)| = 1 + v∈Ch(u) |sT (v)|) up to the cluster-head, each node is expected to know the size of the subtree of each of its children in a low time and so the cluster-head.
For instance, on Figure 7 (a), every node sends the size of its subtree. The leaves (yellow vertical nodes) are the only node of their subtree, they sends 1. Internal nodes (orange horizontal nodes) collect informations from all their children and sum the size of the subtree of each of them. And so on till reaching the root/cluster-head (red oblique node).
Step 2. Once the cluster-head is aware of the size of the subtree of each of its neighbors/children, it shares V between itself and its children. Each node v is assigned a partition of V: I tree (sT (v)) proportional to the size of its subtree. Each internal node then re-distributes the partition its parent assigned it, between itself and its own children, and so on, till reaching the terminal leaves.
For instance, on Figure 7 (b), every internal node share the interval it has been aside between itself and its children, starting from the cluster-head to the leaves. Intervals in arrows are the ones a node is given by its parent for its subtree.
Step 1: Every node sends its parent the size of its subtree, starting from the leaves.
[1, 17[ 
Step 2: Every internal node shares the interval given by its parent between itself and its children proportionally to the size of each subtree, starting from the cluster-head.
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Then, after both steps have been completed, every node has been equitably assigned a partition of V. All partitions are of same size. Figure 7(c) shows the resulting assignment of V on the example graph. A node u which has been assigned an interval I(u) is responsible for storing location information of all nodes v such that hash(v) ∈ I(u). Note that, as V is much smaller than the domain of the node identifiers, they are several nodes v such that hash(v i ) = hash(v j ). Node u has thus to store information relative to all these nodes v.
Each internal node v also keeps in memory I tree (sT (v)), the interval for which its subtree is responsible but it does not store the intervals for which each subtree of its children is in charge of.
As we saw in Section 3, each internal node only has few children to which distribute the partitions of the virtual space. Thus, this operation does not include a lot of computing on nodes.
Registration
In order to be located afterward, each node u has to register its position (cluster identity) on each node responsible for hash(u) in its cluster and in all other clusters. To register in its own cluster, it only has to send a Registration Request (see Subsection 5.6). To register in other clusters, u has to reach a node v i in each cluster C i . Then each v i sends a Registration Request for node u in its own cluster C i . To find nodes v i , node u only has to pro-actively route toward C i as described later in Subsection 5.7.
Nodes register their position every ∆(t) time units. We reserve for future works the study of the registration frequency, i.e., the value of ∆(t), which may depend on how far a cluster is from the registering node.
Departures and arrivals
When a node arrives in a tree, it is responsible for none interval for a while.
When a node leaves, the information for which it was responsible is lost (but is still expected to be found in other clusters). Each internal node u is aware of the departures and arrivals of its children. If it sees too many changes among its children, it can locally decide to re-distribute I tree (sT (u)) among itself and its children thanks to the use of Hello Packets. The closer an internal node is to its cluster-head, the more important the logical space partition re-assignments are, since once an internal node is assigned a new partition, it has to re-attribute it over it subtree an so its children, up to the final leaves. Moreover, a new distribution of the partitions of V implies a new distribution of logical addresses of nodes. But, as shown in [20] , the closer to the cluster-head an internal node is, the more stable its neighborhood is. Thus, the amount of re-assignments is likely to be low for such nodes.
When intervals are re-assigned, every node which previously was responsible for interval I old and which is assigned a new partition I new only keeps the latter information concerning I old ∩ I new . In order to maintain the previous total information stored by the nodes and not to systematically loose it, when partitions are re-assigned, every node sends a register request all locations of nodes for which it is not responsible anymore i.e., ∀u ∈ V s. t.hash(u) ∈ I old \ I new .
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Adding redundancy
As mentioned in Section 5.4, when a node collapses or leaves the network, the information it was responsible for is lost in a cluster till the next registrations. In order to overcome this drawback, a node may register its location d times in each cluster, d being a constant. For it, the virtual space V has to be distributed d times over the nodes of each cluster, each node being assigned of d nonoverlapping partitions of V. Each node has d different logical addresses. As d is a constant, the memory size required on nodes is still in O(1) as, in average, each node would have d * c locations to store instead of c (c and d are both constants). Yet, even when some nodes disappear, a node location is still expected to be found in cluster. However, this induces more messages when routing in the virtual space as requests have to follow each of the d partitionings of V. Thus, in the worst case, routing in virtual space will lead to a cluster broadcasting. But, as studied in [21] , such a cluster broadcasting can be performed in such a cluster topology in a very efficient way with low cost and latency.
Routing in the virtual space
In this section, we detail how the Interval Routing is performed in a tree. Routing in the virtual space is needed for registering a node location and locating nodes.
In our model, each node u has a unique identifier Id(u). As in every DHT scheme, we assume that every node knows a specific function hash which associates each node identifier to a value in the logical space V: hash : IR → V, Id(u) → hash(u). As V is much smaller than the domain of the node identifiers IR, several nodes may have the same value returned by the hash function. We propose to use the following tuple as a key for a node x: {hash(x), id(x)}.
A node u routes in the virtual space to reach a node v responsible for a given key key. For it, it needs three kinds of requests according to the purpose of its routing. In every case, u is looking for a node v such that key ∈ I(v).
• u wants to register a position:
u may need to register its own position or, if it is a border node, it may have been asked to register the position of a node u standing in another cluster. In this case, u is looking for the node responsible for its own virtual address: hash(u) or for the virtual address of u : hash(u ). key = {hash(u), u} (resp. key = {hash(u ), u }) u then sends a Registration Request (RR) RR, key, C(u), f lag (resp. RR, key , C(u ), f lag ).
• u needs to locate x: In this case, u is looking for the node responsible for the virtual address of x: hash(x). u sends a Location request (LR) LR, key = {hash(x), x} , i(u), f lag . The logical address of u, i(u), will then be used to reply to node u.
• u needs to answer a location request for a key it is responsible for (key ∈ I(u)):
In this case, node u has received a Location Request such that LR, key = {hash(x), x} , i(w), f lag initiated by node w such that key ∈ I(u). It has to answer to node w. It sends a Location Reply (Reply) Reply, key = {i(w), −1} , C(x), f lag . Note that in this case, the key does not have to contain the real identity of w and node u only knows i(w).
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In every case, the value f lag is set to 1 by the node forwarding the message if key belongs to the interval its subtree is responsible for, it is set to 0 otherwise. As detailed later, it is useful for the routing decisions.
Remark that node u already knows the location (cluster Id) of its neighbors, of its cluster-head and of the nodes it is responsible for. Thus, if node v is such that v ∈ H(u) ∪ Γ 1 (u) or hash(v) ∈ I(u), node u directly routes toward node v, skipping the localization steps (skipping steps 1 and 2 on Figure 5 ). It only performs the second phase of the indirect routing.
Due to the broadcast feature of wireless communications, nodes may receive requests which do not concern them. Indeed, a node can hear messages sent by all its neighbors in the network, even from the ones which are not its neighbors in the tree (neither a child or its parent). When receiving a request, a node has thus to decide either to forward it or to ignore it, basing on the key and the flag contained in it.
The routing process is the same whatever the kind of message (LR, RR or Reply) as the routing decision is based on the key and the flag. The field f lag is set at each forwarding step. Algorithm 2 describes the routing operation.
Upon reception of a message M (RR, LR or Reply) containing the key {hash(x), x} coming from node u (u ∈ Γ 1 (v)), node v end routing if it is responsible for the key (key ∈ I(v)) or if it is the wanted node (key = {hash(v), v}). This second case is pretty rare as it can only happen when the message initiator node x is in the same cluster than the node v it is looking for (C(x) = C(v)) and if v is on the path of the request in the tree to reach the node responsible for hash (v) .
Note that node u may just forward itself the message and is not necessarily the request initiator. When a RR message RR, key = {hash(u), u} , C(u), f lag reaches its final destination v, v updates the location of u in its table. When a Reply message Reply, key = {i(u), −1} , C(x), f lag reaches its final destination u, u is thus able to route to C(x) using the hierarchical routing. When a LR message LR, key = {hash(x), x} , i(w), f lag reaches its final destination v (in charge of hash(x)), v answers the sender by initiating a Reply message Reply, {i(w), −1} , C(x), f lag .
If key = {hash(v), v}, node v forwards M in three cases:
• If u = P(v) and key ∈ I tree (sT (v)) (the message is coming from node v's parent and the key is in its subtree's interval). See Figure 8 (a).
• If u ∈ Ch(v) (the message is coming from a child of node v), v forwards M :
-if key / ∈ I tree (sT (v)) (the key is not in its subtree, and obviously neither in the subtree of its child v): the message has to follow its way up the tree. See Figure 8 (b).
-if key ∈ I tree (sT (v)) and key / ∈ I tree (sT (u)) (f lag = 0) (the key is in its subtree but not in the subtree of its child from which it has received the request): the message has to be forwarded down its subtree to another child. See Figure 8 (c).
And node v discards M in all other cases, which means:
• If u / ∈ P(v) ∪ Ch(v) (the message is coming from a node which is neither the parent nor a child of node v). See Figure 9 (a). Even if node v is concerned by the request, it can not answer it right now. It has to wait till the request arrives from a branch of the tree. For instance, in Figure 9 (a), node d has to wait till a forwards the request. • If u ∈ Ch(v) and key ∈ I tree (sT (u)) (f lag = 1) (the message is coming from a child which subtree is responsible for the key). Thanks to the flag, u knows that the subtree of the sender node is in charge of the key and that it does not need to forward the request. The message goes up and down the tree via its child v. See by Figure 9 (b).
• If u = P(v) and key / ∈ I tree (sT (v)) (M is coming from v's parent but the subtree of v is not responsible of the key). u is not concerned by the request, it does not forward. One of its siblings is in charge of the key and thus will forward or answer the request. See Figure 9 (c).
Algorithm 2 Query Forwarding
For all node u, upon reception of a message T ype, key = {hash(x), x} , X, f lag , X depending on the kind of message coming from a node v ∈ Γ1(u) and initiated at a node y: if (key / ∈ Itree(sT (u))) then Set f lag to 0 and Forward.
The query is forwarded up the tree. See Figure 8(b) .
else ∃w ∈ sT (u) \ {u, v} such that key ∈ I(w).
if (f lag = 0) then Set f lag to 1 and Forward.
key / ∈ Itree(sT (v)) but as key ∈ Itree(sT (u)), u has to forward the query to its other children. The query goes up and down via u. See Figure 8(c) .
else Discard. The query goes up and down via v. See Figure 9(c) . end end else Discard. See Figure 9(a) . end end
Routing in the physical network
As mentioned in Section 4, we propose to apply a hierarchical routing by using the cluster topology. As the number of clusters is constant when the intensity of nodes increases, the number of nodes per cluster increases but the mean node eccentricity inside a cluster remains low and constant (between 3 and 4 hops). We thus suggest to use a reactive routing protocol inside the clusters and a proactive routing protocol between the clusters. As the number of clusters is constant, the number of routes to store per cluster is also constant (O(1) routes to maintain). As the mean node eccentricity is low, the latency is expected to be low as well as the overhead induced by a reactive routing in a cluster.
A proactive routing scheme between the clusters implies for a node u to know the sequence of clusters to go through from its own cluster C(u) toward any other one. The first question to address is: who has this information? All nodes in C(u) or only the cluster-head H(u)? We suggest that this parameter depends on the frequency of messages sent toward nodes in other clusters. Indeed, if a node rarely needs to communicate with a node in another cluster, it can ask its cluster-head for the route at each communication to minimize the information to store on each node. Otherwise, if communications between clusters are frequent, the information is distributed over all nodes of the cluster by the cluster-head. This broadcasting task may be performed in an efficient and quick way as claimed in [21] . We reserve for future works a deeper analysis of the nodes detaining the inter-cluster routing tables. From now, we just suppose that a node knows the following cluster the message has to go through to reach the final destination, whatever the way it gets it.
Suppose node u needs to reach node v. If v ∈ Γ 1 (u) ∪ {H(u)}, then node u already knows the location of v and how to reach it. Otherwise, node u performs a lookup operation to learn C(v) before applying the routing rules. The routing process is illustrated on Figure 10 . If C(v) = C(u), then u initiates a reactive routing within its cluster to reach v. Otherwise, it looks at its routing table for the next cluster C(w) on the route toward C(v) and initiates a reactive routing in its cluster to look for a node x ∈ C(u) which is a frontier node of C(w) (i.e., x is such that x ∈ C(u) and ∃y ∈ Γ 1 (x) ∩C(u)).
The message is then sent to x which forwards it to one of its neighbors y in the neighboring cluster C(w). The routing process is thus reiterated at node y and so on till reaching the final destination.
As the reactive routing step is confined in clusters which have low diameters, the induced flooding and its undesirable aspects are limited. Note that it can also be enhanced as in [21] . Thanks to the inter-cluster pro-active routing algorithm, it knows that C(v) = C and that the next cluster to reach cluster C is cluster B. It uses a reactive routing protocol to reach a node neighboring B: node x (Arrow 1). Node x forwards the message to one of its neighbors in B: node y (Arrow 2). y knows that clusters B and C are neighbors, it forwards the message to a node in B frontier node for the cluster C: node z (Arrow 3). z forwards the message to one of its neighbors in C: node t (Arrow 4). Finally, t performs a reactive routing in C to find v (Arrow 5).
Algorithm 3 presents this routing scheme. We use N ext_Hop(cluster 1 , cluster 2 ) to denote the function of the pro-active routing protocol which returns the next cluster on the route from cluster 1 to cluster 2 . This function is known by every node.
Algorithm 3 Routing
For a message M sent by node x ∈ C(x) to node y ∈ C(y) do
The message has reached the cluster of the destination node.
Reactively route M toward destination node y. end do Registering node location. If node u only wants to register its position in another cluster, it uses the same scheme. Let's say u wants to register in cluster C. It already has the inter-cluster path to reach it and thus does not need to perform any lookup operation. It runs Algorithm 3 till reaching any node in cluster C (node t in our example). Node t then sends the following Registration Request RR, key = {hash(u), u} , A, f lag in cluster C. Note that when forwarding the request of node u to node z, node y can also send a Registration Request for node u to register it in cluster B at the same time.
Stretch Factor
The stretch factor is the difference between the cost (or length) of the route provided by the routing protocol and the optimal one. Flat routing protocols generally provide optimal routes. Plaxton, Rajaraman and Richa were the first to provide a lookup protocol with analytical bounds of the stretch factor in [27] . As far as we know, none of the indirect routing proposals for wireless multi-hop networks has provided an analysis of it, unlike protocols in Peer-to-Peer applications. Indeed, many DHT applications in Peer-to-Peer proposals provide an analysis of this stretch factor and try to minimize it, as in Pastry [32] or Tapestry [41] . All of them provide an expected stretch in finding target which is a multiplicative constant: the cost is thus proportional to the distance in the graph between the source and the destination. Only the LAND protocol [1] proposes an indirect routing that for any > 0 has worst case stretch factor bounded by (1 + ). is tunable. To respect it, the protocol has to collect information concerning m nodes which may be several hops away, m depending on . For a fixed , the authors of LAND prove that m is in 0(log(n)) where n is the total number of nodes in the network. Nevertheless, as studied in [29] , the underlying network has to fit a hard assumption which is a bounded growth. And, if m effectively is proportional to log(n) under this assumption, it actually is proportional to c × log(n) where c is a very high constant (c ≈ 10 6 in the best case), which is not mentioned in the paper.
The length of the routes provided by our proposed routing scheme is equal to twice the length of the route in the tree for locating the target node (Step 1 of the indirect routing), more the length of the final route to the target (Step 2 of the indirect routing). As the routing process of the second step is performed over the physical topology with the use of flat protocols, the stretch factor of this step is close to 1. Thus, only the stretch factor induced by the first step (routing in the virtual space) is noticeable. Our global stretch factor s is such that s = 1 + 2 × l(u, v) where l(u, v) is the length of the path in the virtual space (tree) from node u to node v, v being the rendezvous point storing the information needed by u. As this routing scheme is performed within a cluster only, we can bound l(u, v) by the length of the longer path in the tree: l(u, v) ≤ 2 × T ree_depth. Finally, we have s ≤ 1 + 4 × T ree_depth. As already mentioned, T ree_depth is a low constant (between 3 and 4 hops). Thus, routes provided by our locating/routing proposition may be costly in term of number of hops only for small paths in the graph since, as we evolute in a large scale environment, this constant can be expected negligible in front of most of the path lengths. It is not the case only for some routes within a cluster. Moreover, as we have already seen in Section 4 and unlike the LAND protocol, we only need information concerning few nodes and up to few hops away.
Simulation environment. All simulations we performed and which are mentioned in this section, follow the same model. We use a simulator we developed. Nodes are randomly deployed using a Poisson Point Process in a (1 + 2R) × (1 + 2R) square with various levels of intensity λ. In such a process, λ represents the mean number of nodes per surface unit. The communication range R is set to 0.1 in all tests. In each case, each statistic is the average over 1000 simulations. Only the points within the square w of size 1 × 1 are taken into account to estimate the different quantities (mean degree, mean density, etc.). But in order to avoid edge effects, the samples of the Point Process are generated in a larger window W . For instance, if we estimate the mean degree of the nodes (δ), we take the degree of the points in w to compute δ. If we did not consider the points of W , the points close to the edge within w would have a degree less than points close to the center introducing a bias in the estimation. Both windows are shown in Figure 11 . This technique is called "minus-sampling", a more detailed description can be found in [36] page 132.
Figure 11: Only points of w are taken into account to estimate the different quantities, but the Point Process is generated in the square W in order to avoid the edge effects.
We consider every pair of nodes (u, v) in a same cluster (C(u) = C(v)) and we compared the length of the path d(u, v) in the graph (physical topology) to the length of the path d tree (u, v) in the tree (logical topology) in order to estimate the cost for routing in the tree. Results are shown in Figure 12 . As we can note, path lengths are quite constant when the number of nodes increase and remains low (between 3 and 4 hops). To reach a rendezvous node v, node u has to use the tree (as it needs to perform the interval routing in the logical space). As Table 4 shows, using the tree only adds 1 hop in average than using the physical graph (so 2 hops for a round trip) and induce much less traffic overhead and memory requirements than using a classical routing in a cluster.
Nevertheless, we remind that the total stretch factor for a node u looking for a node v, actually is equal to the length of the round trip path from node u to node w responsible for hash(v). It does thus not exactly correspond to this additional hop, but as the direct routing which is used in the second routing step has a negligible stretch factor, it is not far from it. So, we can say that the locating/routing approach we propose does not add much latency, except when a node tries to locate a node in the same cluster than its. However, as we are dealing with a great amount of nodes, the proportion of such communications is low. CH eccentricity in the tree (tree depth) CH eccentricity in the graph (cluster radius)
Route length in the graph Route length in the tree Figure 12 : Comparisons of distances in the logical and physical topologies.
500 nodes 600 nodes 700 nodes 800 nodes 900 nodes 1000nodes Graph Vs Tree (# of hops)
1.01 1.05 1.10 1.10 1.14 1.14 Table 4 : Difference between path length in the tree and path length in the graph between two nodes of the same cluster.
However, even if the second step of our indirect routing is close to the optimal, it is not indeed at every time. Indeed, inter-cluster pro-active routing will consider the shortest sequences of clusters for each path. However, a longer sequence of clusters does not necessary mean a longer number of hops as some cluster may be crossed with only one hop. We reserve for future works the analysis of the inter-cluster paths. This issue is similar to the one in the "BGP" 6 protocol where sequences of AS (Autonomous System) do not always lead to the optimal paths in number of hops between routers.
Conclusion
In this report, we have proposed a way for locating a node and routing toward it in a large scale clustered wireless multi-hop network. This scheme lies on a hierarchical and indirect routing which only requires O(1) memory size on nodes and generates low traffic overhead and low latency. It takes advantage of the underlying tree structure to perform an efficient Interval Routing within clusters allowing a quick lookup. Then, unlike what is usually proposed in the literature, we use a pro-active routing approach between clusters and a reactive one inside the clusters. In future works, we intend to analyze deeper our algorithm concerning refreshing periods of node location registrations and re-assignments of the partitions of the logical space over the different trees. We also intend to study the impact of the mobility over the whole locating scheme and more precisely over these refreshing periods. As the underlying topology has presented a good behavior over node mobility and that the localization algorithm is quasi-local, we expect it to be pretty robust towards node mobility as well. Then, we plan to compare our proposition to other existing ones as for instance SAFARI [31] which also uses this reverse approach for the hierarchical routing. Some primary works make us expect our proposition to generate less message flooding over the network and thus to be less costly.
